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meanwhile, eve, who has some french blood in her ancestry, has also been recruited to the alice
network. she's a veteran of the wwi spy games, and she's been put on a mission to solve the puzzle

of a mysterious frenchman named captain thomas durance. as for charlie, we first glimpse her as the
beautiful brunette with the passion for politics and her witty, wicked tongue that's the heroine of this
story. but as she faces off against the alice network in france, she uncovers a dark secret, which she
doesn't tell anyone, even philip, who's a former fbi agent himself. instead, charlie continues to play
the part of a bubbly, clueless american socialite. as you read, you might be wondering why charlie

and eve have been recruited by the alice network. the answer is that the world of spycraft has
entered a new era, and spies have to work for the good of mankind, not simply for the good of their
country. kate quinn delivers an enthralling tale filled with breath-taking narrative that will make the

reader feel as if theyre in the back of the roadster, riding along with the raucous eve and courageous
charlie on their clandestine adventures. suspenseful and engrossing, the alice network is a must-

read! heather webb, author of rodin's lover enter eve gardiner, a raging, hard-drinking, foul-mouthed
wwi espionage agent who just might possess a clue to rose's whereabouts. when charlie first comes
into her room, eve cocks a luger pistol and demands, who are you, and what the bloody f--- are you
doing in my house in alternating chapters with alternating world wars as backdrops, we follow eve's

exploits in 1915 in the alice network, a historically accurate cabal of spies.
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